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Florida Lottery sets new industry record for highest weekly Scratch-Off sales in the U.S.!

TALLAHASSEE – For the week ending March 1, 2020, the Florida Lottery generated more than $149.8 million in Scratch-Off ticket sales – the highest single week Scratch-Off sales of any other Lottery in the nation. It surpasses the $126.24 million in weekly Scratch-Off sales set by the Florida Lottery in FY 2019. With the combination of hard work from its team and vendor partner, SGI, the Florida Lottery was able to produce over $28.2 million in additional contributions to the State of Florida’s Educational Enhancement Trust Fund from last week’s Scratch-Off sales alone. The sales were led by their new THE FASTEST ROAD TO $1,000,000 Scratch-Off game producing $28.3 million in sales, followed by 100X Scratch-Off game which produced $12.8 million.

The entire Florida Lottery team works diligently every day to provide the best lottery games available in order to ensure they are maximizing revenues to enhance education for Florida’s students!

About the Florida Lottery
The Florida Lottery is responsible for contributing more than $36 billion to education and sending more than 840,000 students to college through the Bright Futures Scholarship Program. The Florida Lottery reinvests 98 percent of its revenue back into Florida’s economy through prize payouts, commissions to more than 13,000 Florida retailers and contributions to education. Since 1988, Florida Lottery games have paid more than $66.9 billion in prizes and made more than 2,800 people millionaires. For more information, please visit www.flalottery.com.